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INTRODUCTION: THE FUNCTIONAL-LEXEMATIC MODEL
The aim of this paper is to analyse the syntax-semantics interface of the Old English (OE) speech verbs secgan and tellan, and the Present-day English (PDE) speech verbs say and tell, in order to show the differences in their syntactic behaviour. These differences will be the result of applying the lexical rules which provide the linking algorithm between the syntactic and semantic representations in each language. In order to capture the syntaxsemantics interface, lexical templates have been integrated within the functional-lexematic approach.
The Functional-Lexematic Model (FLM), developed by Martín Mingorance (1998) and inspired by the principle of Stepwise Lexical Decomposition (Dik 1978) , is devised for the purpose of supplying the Functional Grammar (FG) lexicon with the onomasiological classification of lexemes within domains and JOURNAL OF ENGLISH STUDIES -VOLUME 3, , [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] subdomains, as a way of reflecting the organisation of our mental lexicon and demonstrating the close relationship between syntax and semantics (Martín Mingorance 1998; Faber and Mairal Usón 1994 , 1997a , 1997b , 1999 .
According to the paradigmatic axis of the FLM based on the principles of Lexematics (Coseriu 1978 (Coseriu , 1981 , the criteria to integrate a given lexeme in a (sub-)domain are based on its lexical decomposition, in such a way that the definition of the lexeme must contain a nuclear word or genus, shared by the group of lexemes that integrate that (sub-)domain, and a set of differentiating features or differentiae specificae, which establish functional oppositions between the lexemes of the (sub-)domain. Faber and Mairal Usón (1999: 87) propose the Principle of Lexical Domain Membership, which says, "lexical domain membership is determined by the genus, which constitutes the nucleus of the meaning of a lexeme".
The hierarchical organisation of the lexicon within (sub-)domains allows linguistic regularities to be captured, such as the repetition of similar complementation patterns for the lexical units within the same (sub-)domain, due to the fact that the syntactic behaviour of predicates seems to be motivated by the (sub-)domain in which they are integrated (cf. section 3).
THE CONCEPT OF LEXICAL TEMPLATE WITHIN THE FUNCTIONAL-LEXEMATIC MODEL
The syntagmatic axis of the FLM was initially based on the FG notion of predicate frame, together with the contributions made to the analysis of verbal complementation by Mairal Usón (1993) and Faber and Mairal Usón (1999) . Nevertheless, Cortés Rodríguez and Mairal Usón (forthcoming), Cortés Rodríguez and Pérez Quintero (2001), Faber and Mairal Usón (2000) , and Mairal Usón and Van Valin (2001) have brought to light the inadequacy of predicate frames to reflect the interaction between the semantic and syntactic behaviour of predicates.
In FG, each lexical entry is represented in the lexicon in the form of a predicate frame, which provides the combinatory possibilities for a predicate. In addition, each lexical entry is associated with a meaning definition following the postulates of Stepwise Lexical Decomposition. Nevertheless, a crucial weakness of this representational system is that there is no explanation on how the syntactic behaviour and the semantic representation of predicates interact.
Accordingly, the authors mentioned above suggest the enrichment of FG predicate frames by applying Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) logical structures along with the notion of semantic macroroles instead of the FG inventory of semantic functions, the result being a procedure of lexical representation where meaning description is encapsulated and interacts with the syntactic behaviour of lexical units. These contributions will become the basis of lexical templates.
Lexical templates are designed as a way of including semantic and syntactic information within the same format, reflecting generalisations across lexical classes and reducing the information to be included in lexical entries. Moreover, given the fact that (sub-)domains are considered repositories of linguistic regularities, they propose that each (sub-)domain will be characterised by a lexical template from which syntactic alternations will be predicted.
In order to construct a lexical template, the logical structures developed by Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) will be complemented by the semantic component of the FLM, since logical structures lack the semantic information characteristic of the different lexical (sub-)domains. Accordingly, Faber and Mairal Usón (2000: 7) describe lexical templates in the following way: Lexical templates conflate both syntactic information (those aspects of the meaning of a word which are grammatically relevant) and semantic information (those aspects which act as distinctive parameters within a whole lexical class) into one unified representation.
Within These are the lexical representations corresponding to the verbal classes mentioned above (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 109): In order to attain the argument structure of a verb, it is necessary to determine firstly its Aktionsart, from which its logical structure will be created and along with it its argument structure. Van Valin and LaPolla (1997: 139) propose two general semantic relations, the Actor (A) and Undergoer (U) macroroles, which are generalizations across the argument-types found with particular verbs which have significant grammatical consequences. Thus, as Figure 1 shows, the Actor macrorole comprises those arguments whose nature is closer to that of an Agent and the Undergoer subsumes those arguments closer to a Patient:
ACTOR UNDERGOER 
['→' = increasing markedness of realization of argument as macrorole] Figure 1 . The Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy
Macroroles will be assigned to core arguments, that is, those arguments with no morphological marking (PDE) or marked by the grammatical case (OE), and not to oblique arguments, which are marked by a preposition. With respect to the criteria that determine the interaction between arguments and macroroles, these authors propose the following Default Macrorole Assignment Principles (1997: 152-153): a. Number: the number of macroroles a verb takes is less than or equal to the number of arguments in its logical structure, 1. If a verb has two or more arguments in its LS, it will take two macroroles. 2. If a verb has one argument in its LS, it will take one macrorole. b. Nature: for verbs which take one macrorole, 2. If the verb has an activity predicate in its LS, the macrorole is actor. 3. If the verb has no activity predicate in its LS, the macrorole is undergoer.
In RRG, transitivity becomes a semantic notion since the number of semantic macroroles a predicate takes determines it: those verbs that take one macrorole are intransitive verbs, whereas those with two macroroles are transitive. Verbs which do not take any macrorole are considered atransitive. Moreover, Case assignment rules (for accusative languages) are also related to the assignment of macroroles (1997: 359):
a. Assign nominative case to the highest-ranking macrorole argument. b. Assign accusative case to the other macrorole argument. c. Assign dative case to non-macrorole arguments (default). Therefore, taking into account the Default Macrorole Assignment Principles and the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, the information to be included in the lexical representations will be reduced. Firstly, syntactic information is derived from the semantic notion of transitivity being based on the Default Macrorole Assignment Principles. Secondly, it is not necessary to specify the macroroles assigned to the arguments of the verbs since the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy provides this information.
THE SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE OF SAY/SECGAN AND TELL/TELLAN
In this section the analysis of the syntax-semantics interface of the speech verbs say/secgan and tell/tellan will be compared in order to show the differences in their syntactic and semantic behaviour. In order to obtain the syntactic contexts in which these lexemes appear, the OE verbs secgan and tellan will be located in The Dictionary of Old English Corpus 1 and the results will be compared with the information in Bosworth and Toller (1973) and Toller and Campbell (1972) . For the PDE verbs say and tell, the syntactic alternations included in Levin (1993) and Mairal Usón (1993) will be considered.
Following Van Valin and LaPolla (1997: 116-118) , the template corresponding to say/secgan is presented below:
where y = β, z = α This template contains the logical structure of an accomplishment, where a speaker (x) says something (α) to a hearer (β) and then the latter becomes aware of it. It shows three internal variables α, β, γ (marked by Greek letters) making reference to the content of the expression, to the addressee and to the language used, respectively, and three external variables x, z, y, where x will make reference to the speaker, z to α or the content of the expression, and y to β or the hearer.
Internal variables differ from external variables because the latter correspond to external argument positions with a syntactic representation, whereas the former belong to the semantic representation of speech verbs, 1. The Dictionary of Old English electronic corpus is a complete record of surviving OE except for some variant manuscripts of individual texts. There are 3037 text in the corpus including poetry, prose, interlinear glosses, glossaries, runic inscriptions and inscriptions in the Latin alphabet.
that is, they function as ontological constants of this verbal class and their introduction will allow for the addition of a semantic decomposition to the logical structure giving rise to the lexical template for this lexical domain.
Within the speech domain the alternation activity-accomplishment can take place, depending on the context in which these verbs appear. The semantic feature differentiating their Aktionsart is the telicity of the latter, which will activate a transitive structure, in opposition to the intransitive use of activity verbs. Therefore, syntactic alternations will correlate with different realisations of internal variables as external ones. The logical structure corresponding to speech activity verbs is presented below:
Faber and Mairal Usón (2000: 28) suggest the process that governs the mapping between a lexical template and the different syntactic structures within a lexical class. The Lexical Template Modeling Process says that "lexical templates can be modeled by suppressing external variables, instantiating internal variables, eliminating operators (e.g. CAUSE), or else, by introducing elements resulting from the fusion with other templates". Thus, "all of the alternations involve reductions from the maximal LS underlying the class". In this case, the maximal lexical template for say/secgan corresponds to an accomplishment and from this one, following a reduction process, the alternation activity will be derived.
The lexical template corresponding to tell/tellan contains the logical structure of a causative accomplishment where a speaker (x) says something (α) to a hearer (β) causing him to become aware of it. It also shows three internal variables α, β, γ and three external variables x, z, y, where x will make reference to the speaker, z to α or the content of the expression, and y to β or the hearer:
Applying the Lexical Template Modeling Process, the maximal template for tell/tellan corresponds to a causative accomplishment and from this one the alternation activity can be derived. As section 2 shows, logical structures are universal but the lexical rules that provide the linking algorithm between the syntactic and semantic representation of these verbs can differ in each language. Therefore, say/secgan and tell/tellan share the same logical structure, accomplishment in the case of say/secgan and causative accomplishment in the case of tell/tellan, but there are some differences when linking their syntactic and semantic representations, as it will be explained below. Say and secgan are considered accomplishments where the three external variables x, y, z can be syntactically realised (1), or where only the external variables x and z have a syntactic realisation (2) . According to the Default Macrorole Assignment Principles and the Case assignment rules, the variable x takes the macrorole Actor and in OE Nominative case, the variable z takes the macrorole Undergoer and in OE Accusative case, except when this variable is realised by a sentential coordination, a core coordination or a clausal subordination 2 , and the variable y when linked to β corresponds to a non-macrorole direct core argument, which in OE is assigned Dative case.
Applying the Lexical Template Modeling Process, activities can be derived from the accomplishment template. Activities, which only occur with secgan, are described as follows:
• activities where one of the arguments is realised by a prepositional phrase (3, 4): the variable x is the Actor and takes Nominative case and the variable y when linked to β is assigned Dative case • activities where x and y are syntactically realised (5): x is the Actor and takes Nominative case and the variable y takes Dative case • activities where only x has a syntactic realisation (6): x is the Actor and takes Nominative case 2. For a detailed description of complex structures, see Van Valin and LaPolla (1997: Chapter 8) . According to these authors, the difference between subordinate and nonsubordinate junctures lies in the fact that only the former function as arguments of the main verb, since they may be clefted and occur as privileged syntactic arguments in a passive construction, taking therefore the macrorole Undergoer (1997: 461-462).
SYNTACTIC BEHAVIOUR OF TELL/TELLAN
(1) do ' (x, [express.(α) Tell: _____ Tellan: x (Nom-A) ∂a ungewiderunge ∂e comon swa we beforan tealdon 'The bad weather came as we said'
Tell and tellan are causative accomplishments where the three external variables x, y, z can be syntactically realised (1). There are some differences in the syntax-semantics linking of these verbs, particularly in the assignment of the macrorole Undergoer. Tellan always assigns to the variable z the macrorole Undergoer, whereas tell assigns this macrorole to the variable y, except for the case of Dative alternation, where both the variable y (Ellen told Helen a story) or the variable z (Ellen told a story to Helen) can be Undergoer. That is the reason why tell does not allow the assignment of the preposition to to the variable y, since this preposition can only be assigned to a nonmacrorole argument (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 377) . The same occurs in (3).
Causative accomplishments can also be found where only the external variables x and z (2) or x and y (3) have a syntactic realisation. According to the Default Macrorole Assignment Principles and the Case assignment rules, the variable x takes the macrorole Actor and in OE Nominative case. In (2) the variable z takes the macrorole Undergoer and in OE Accusative case, except when this variable is realised by a clausal subordination, whereas in (3) it is the variable y which takes the macrorole Undergoer and in OE Accusative case.
Applying the Lexical Template Modeling Process, from the causative accomplishment template activities can be derived with one of the arguments being realised by a prepositional phrase, or with x as Actor and y as a nonmacrorole direct core argument taking in OE Dative case (4, 5), or in the case of tellan, with only x having a syntactic realisation, being the Actor and taking Nominative case (6).
As the following two sections show, the syntactic behaviour of these lexemes will provide information about the degree of transitivity that they present as well as about the semantic coverage of these lexemes within their respective domains.
DEGREE OF PROTOTYPICALITY OF TRANSITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
Following Givón (1984) and Taylor (1995) , the syntactic alternations above will be arranged according to the degree of prototypicality of the transitive construction, that is, from more central members to more marginal ones. Taylor (1995: 177) , dealing with syntactic constructions as prototype categories, argues the following:
Possibility of occurrence in a construction is more a matter of gradience, some items being readily available, others being totally excluded, with, in between, a range of items whose use is dubious or sporadic. As a consequence, constructions (...) also need to be regarded as prototype categories, with some instantiations counting as better examples of the construction than others.
Accordingly, the syntactic alternations in sections 3.1 y 3.2 have been arranged as follows: Table 2 . Degree of prototypicality of the transitive constructions of say/secgan and tell/tellan Firstly, this table shows that the most prototypical example of the transitive construction is that where there are two arguments with a specific reference (x, z). The following alternations with the variable z being syntactically realised by a clausal subordination, a core coordination or a sentential coordination would illustrate some kind of deviation from the prototypical construction.
The different realisations of the variable z have also been arranged following Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) 's proposal about the degree of integration of arguments within the main clause. According to these authors, subordinate arguments present a stronger link with the main core than coordinate arguments.
Secondly, more marginal members of this construction are the alternations with three arguments (x, y, z) where the recipient (y) can sometimes function as Undergoer, as the Dative alternation with tell showed. With the alternation x, y [U] without mention of the patient (z) "we are approaching the outer limits of the transitive construction" (Taylor 1995: 213) .
And thirdly, the last four cases designating activities are separated from the previous ones, because they would correspond to the less-prototypical transitive construction (cf. Martín Arista and Caballero González: forthcoming). Therefore, according to the degree of prototypicality of the transitive construction, say and tell can be said to be more transitive than secgan and tellan.
However, the situation would be rather different if we compared speak/sprecan, since as the following alternations show sprecan presents more transitive alternations than speak, or what is the same, speak would be more intransitive than sprecan:
(1) do ' (x, [express.(α) Table 3 . Degree of prototypicality of the transitive constructions of speak/sprecan
THE LEXICAL ICONICITY PRINCIPLE (BETA READING)
The Lexical Iconicity Principle (Beta Reading), developed by Cortés Rodríguez and Mairal Usón (forthcoming), stems from the Lexical Iconicity Principle proposed by Faber and Mairal Usón (1997a: 138) . This principle states that the greater the syntactic coverage of a lexical unit, the higher its position in the semantic hierarchy within a given subdomain. Thus, taking into account the syntactic information included in Table 2 , secgan and tellan present a greater semantic coverage than their PDE counterparts, that is, the latter have lost semantic space within the domain of speech with respect to the OE verbs.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Within the FLM framework for lexical analysis the notion of lexical template has been integrated as a way of representing the interaction between syntax and semantics. FLM templates enrich the logical structures as developed by Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) with a semantic decomposition which captures generalisations within verbal classes, reducing the information to be included in the lexical entries.
Therefore, each domain is characterised by a lexical template, from which the syntactic behaviour and alternations of the lexemes that integrate them will be derived. In the case of say/secgan and tell/tellan, they share a template containing an accomplishment or causative accomplishment from where different syntactic alternations will be derived depending on the linking rules for each language.
Finally, according to the degree of prototypicality of the transitive construction, the syntactic alternations of these lexemes show the evolution of the PDE verbs say and tell in relation to their OE counterparts, with the former becoming more transitive than the latter. This evolution, on the other hand, has also meant a restriction in the semantic coverage of the PDE verbs within the domain of speech.
